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How to dispose the spent fuel? 
Or, specifically, how to incinerate the toxic 

Pu and MA contained in it?  

Most Urgent Issue in Nuclear Industry 

Composition of spent nuclear fuel 
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Pu is a fuel element while MA is just object of 
elimination. Hence, it is not easy to burn them in a 
single scheme but it is better to burn Pu and MA 
separately.  

This talk proposes as a solution 
Accelerator-Driven System (ADS) for 

burning Pu in sub-critical reactors + Inert 
Matrix Fuel (IMF) for transmutating MA in 

critical light water reactors 

Incineration of Pu and MA 
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Accelerator-Driven System (ADS) 
for transmutating MA to short-lived 

species in sub-critical reactors  
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ADS = 

Sub-Critical Reactor + Proton Accelerator 
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ADS: External Delayed-Neutron Source 

U238 generates much more delayed 
neutrons than Pu and minor 
actinides (MA). This is why U238 
is an essential element for nuclear 
fuel. But, ADS has an external 
source of delayed neutrons, the 
accelerator, and so can use U-free 
fuel. 

Safety Margin 
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ADS can have larger Safety Margin 

Large safety margin of ADS allows U-free fuel 
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Ideal ADS = Transmutation + Power Generation 

Current accelerator technology (particularly operation stability) 
is not matured enough for commercial power generation. 
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Realistic ADS now: Dedicated Transmuter 
of Pu and MA 
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Ex.: ADS Plan in Japan 

Uranium-free fuel. 
This fuel composition 
cannot be used in 
Korea in which Pu 
cannot be separated 
from MA. 
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Comparison of ADS and critical reactor 
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MYRRHA (Belgium) 
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CIADS, China 
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Issues of ADS for Spent Fuel Problem 

• Accelerator technology is mature enough to be applied to 
nuclear transmutation of spent fuel. 
 

• High cost of ADS due to construction of the high energy and 
high power proton accelerator 

 
• Therefore, only a few ADS machines may be constructed and 

this is possible if ADS combined with IMF  
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Inert Matrix Fuel (IMF)  
for burning Pu in LWRs 

That is why we also need 
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MOX fuel with U238 matrix 
Critical reactor is difficult to use as a pure TRU or MA 
burner without U238 because of small number of delayed 
neutrons (smaller safety margin). 

But, it is possible to 
replace the U-matrix 
by neutron inert 
metallic matrix. This 
inert matrix fuel has 
no conversion to Pu 
and decently many 
delayed neutrons. 

MOX (mixed oxide) fuel that makes use of Pu is fabricated 
with U238 matrix as shown in the figure. 

MOX fuel 
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Inert Matrix Fuel (with no U238 matrix) 

Cladding Mini-element Nuclear Fuel Inert Metallic Matrix 

Schematic cross-section of IMF with 4 and 6 mini-elements 
Thermal reactors Fast reactors 

IMF is an option for safe deep-burning of Pu (and MA) in a 
critical reactor including LWR. 

No U238 matrix: no conversion 
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Burn-up Effectiveness 

LWR-IMF is effective as Pu-burner and ADS is effective as 
MA transmuter. 
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Combination of ADS and IMF 

Pyro- 
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Summary 

1. Combination of ADS and IMF can effectively burn Pu 
and MA with minimal number of ADS that costs high. 

2. Both ADS and IMF should receive sufficient attention 
to be realized in the near future. 

Thank You for Listening!! 
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